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By 1etter of 11 June 198O.thc Commlttee on ExtGrnal Economlc Relatione
reguested authorization to draw up a report on trade relatione between the
EEC and the Gulf States.
By letter of 24 June 1980 the President of the European Parliament
gtv6 the necessary authorizatlon.
on 20 March IggO the Committee on External Economic Relations appointed
Mrs WIECZOREK-ZEUL raPPorteur.
At its meetings of 26 November and 3 December 1980 the committae con-
sidered the draft rePortt lt adopted the motion for a resolution together
with explanatory statement unanimously at its meeting of 19 January 1981'
Present : Sir F. Catherwood, chairman; l'[rs Wieczorek-Zeul' vice-
chairman and rapport€uri I"Ir Van Aarssen, viee-chairmani Mr AntoniozzL'
Urs Baduel-Glorioso (deputizing for llrE Carettoni Romagnoli) ' !!r Cohen
(daputlzing for trlr Hcngch), !{r atc Kccramaoker (dcputlzing for ttlr uaJonlca)r
ur Filippl, I{r GalluzzL, ltt Glummarra, lrlr ilOnk€r, llr Lcmmer, l'lr Loutdcl,
!!r l{artinet, llrs L. Moreau, l,!r Nicolaou, Lord O'Hagan, !{r Pelikan, I'1r
plaskovitis (deputizing for !{r scal), !{rs Pruvot (deputizing for t'lr lrmer) '
ttr Radoux, lrlr Rieger, I'tr Seeler, I'Ir Spicer and t'tr WeIEh'
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REVISED EXPI,ANATORY STATEMENT
Since the unanimous adoption by the Committee on External Economic
Relations of Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul's draft report on trade relations
between the EEC and the Gulf States at its meeting of 19,January 1981,
the Committe€ on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Committee ori Energy
and Research, the Ccnnmittee on'Development and Coop-eration'and the
Political Affaire Cqnnrittee were authorized to give theii opinions.
At a meeting of the Committee on External Economic Relations, the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Comnrittee on Energy and
Research and the Committee on Development and Cooperation on I April 1981,
it was agreed that Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul could amend the Explanatory
Statement to her report in the light of developments which had taken
place since the adoption of the report and of the views expressed by
the committees authorized to give their opinions.
The opinions of the Committee on Energy and Research 'ind tlie Ccnrunittee
on Development and Cooperation are attached. \ ,:
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AThe Committee on External Economic Relations hereby submits to the
European Parliament the following motion for a resolution together with
explanatory statement :
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on trade relations between the EEC and the culf States
The European Parliament,
- having regard to the Council &cision of ,fanuary and February 1980 on
the conclusion of an agreement with the GuIf States (Iraq, Kuwait,
Bahrain, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Saudi Arabia and the Arab
Republic of Yernen), having regard also to the decision of the European
Council of June 1980 and to the decisions or negotiations of L2/L3
November in Luxembourgr
- draws attention to the close reciprocal economic and political interests
of the Member States of the European Community on the one hand and the
States of the Arabian GuIf on the other,
- 
regrets, in this situation, that no formal agreements exist as yet
between the EEC and the GuIf States, although there are such agreementg
with other Arab countries and although the Community is the principal
trading partner of the GuIf States,
- notes that bilateral agreements exist between individual European Member
States and individual Gulf States and draws attention to th€ riskE of
uncoordinated national action by the EEC Member States, leading to
senseless competition between the EEC Member States for trade,
considers that it is in the joint interests of the oil-producing Gulf
States and the industrialized countries of the EEC to prevent reciprocal-
disturbances to the EC economies through unpredictable increases in the
price of oi1, delivery fluctuations or groring problems in recycling the
balance of palzments surpluses of the GuIf States and to ensure that the
Gulf States' resources are not used up prematurely, that these States
are no longer dependent on a single product and that they can achieve
an adequate ret,urn on their surpluses,
having regard to the report by the corrunittee on External Econornic Relations
and the opinions of the Political Affaire Cqnrnit,tee, the CorwtitteC on
Econcrnic and Monetary Affairs, the Comrnittee on Energy and Reeeareh and
the committee on Deveropment and cooperation (ooc. L-966/go/rev.),
c
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1. iupp"rts therefore the plans of the Council and Commlssion to conclude
agreements between the EEC and the Gulf States and hopes that such
agreements wlII be almed at achlevlng long-term cooperatlonl
2. Hopes Lhat bllateral agreements between the EEC and lndlvldual GuLf
Iltates wlll be concluded under the aegls of the Euro-Arab dlalogue and
sees the creatlon of a Ilnk between these negotiatlons or talks which
have so far been conducted ln lsolatlon ae the basls for promlsing cooperatlon
ln the future i
3. ltlelcomes the proposed resumptlon of the Euro-Arab dialogue at the hlghest(mlnisterlal) level wlth clearly-fe16111ated pollcy objectives on the part
of the EEC. Thls could have a favourable lnfluence on economlc negotiatlons
and agreementg i
1. Points out that, in order to revive the dialogue, the EEC
- must recognize the political implications of the dialogue,
- should take a epecial initiative to bring about an overall
solution to the conflicts in the Middle East through participation
of alI the parties concerned;
5. Stresses that individual agreements with the Gulf States should
serve the particular interests of aIl parties concerned and calls
upon the Commission to advance the work of the technical commission
which is seeking to ascertain the special wishes of the individual
Gulf States through talks with their rePresentatives;
6. Sees a broad conmon basis for such cooperation agreements and
advocates the inclusion of the largest possible number of sectors
r r) I.h.1sn agreeren Ls', r,,i.th t-he followi-ng general possibilities:
cooperation in the energy sector, promotion of joint investment
pro;ects for,diversification of industry in the GuIf States, the
transfer of technology, cooperation in the development of training act,ivi-
ties in the GuIf States, more intensive joint financing of devel6fient
projects in countries of the Third world, cooperation in seeking
solutions to recycling problems, trade conceseions, a nd regular con-
sultations in the context of a new joint committee;
7. Believes that it is in the interests of both sides to eliminate the
problems generated by dependence on a single product, oil, and to
create a climate of mutual trust which wiJ-I help to restore more
stable economic development (by alleviating unemployment, inflation,
etc. ) i
8. Hopes to see, in r-he context of these agrreements, specific Community
measures for energy cooperation and to safeguard oi1 supplies, e.g./
through direct agreements between the EEC and the producer countries
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9.
and the creation, to mention just one trrcssibility, of a Community oil pro-
curemrnt and prosppcting company and stresses thc need for regular meetings
between the council of Energy Mirtisters and the responsible Ministers
of the GuIf States;
Points out that the EEC must widen its trade with the GuIf States
in order to create a balance of economic interests, thus enabling
a contribution to be made to the diversification of the economies
of the GuIf States. This might be achieved through an 'energy
package' .
rn return for a guarantee of specific oil deliveries, the EEC
would undertake to buy petrochemical products as welI. Ihe EEC
should adjust the trade instruments available to it (most favoured
nation clause, etc.) to give the Gulf States easier access to the
EEC market, e.9., for basic chemical products. Problems created
for certain industries in the EEC Member Statea could begt be solved
by coordinated coneultations under coopqration agreementEi
10. Suggests that the following possibilities might be considered Ln the
dialogue and agreements in order to exploit and expand the exleting
basis for cooperation:
- the Gurf states would undertake to supply specific guantities of
crude oil at uniform prieee with a binding formula to determine
price changes: they wourd further guarantee specificcderivary
guantitiee;
- equilibrium in the balance of payments remaine the long-term goa!
but all the parties involved recognizq that this will be difficult to
achieve. Th€ EEc States would offer tfe Gulf States for their investment
of surpluaea a guaranteed suitable rate of interest. For thie purpose
the EEC would set up a guarantee fund j.n conjunction with the European
Inveatment Bank;
- some of the resourcea would be made over to a new development fund
which would make them avaj-lab1e on special terme to the oil-importj.ng
developing countries. The cost of Lhe interest and the risks of
non-repalzment would be borne jointly by the EEC and the Gulf States.
This fund would be jointly adminietered by the EEC and the culf states.
In thie way the EEc and the GuIf States would be making a valuable
eontribution to effective and emooth recycling and to the more stable
economic developnent of the developing countries which are particularly
hard hit by the need to import oil at greatry increased prices. By so
doing the EEC would also be improving its market prospects and helping
to eecure the grorth of world tradel
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11. Stresses the importance of the GuIf States as export markets for the
EEc, at present primarity in the area of processed products and
agricultural Produee;
12. Urges the EEC and the oil-trrroducing Arab countries to act to bring about
the formal opening of a 'world dialogue on energy supplies' as part of the
negotiations in the North-South dialogue. The basic principles of the propoeed
agreement to safeguard oil supplies and on the subject, of recycling might
also fall within the scope of this world dialogue;
13. Calls upon the Conmigsion to shape the agreements in such a way that the
broadest possible responsibility is vested in the Conununity itself.
14. Instructs its ProEident to forward this fesolution to the Councll and
Commlselon.
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BEXPI.AI{ATORY STATEMEM
I. Community agreements with Arab states
In view of the great economic and political importance of the Arab
GuIf States, Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, eatar, Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates and the Arab Repubric of yemen, it is surprising that the
EuroPean Community as a whole has no formal contractual agreements with
these countries, though it has agreements with eleven Arab League countries.
In ApriL 1976 three Maghreb countries (Algeria, Ivlorocco and Tunisia) signed
cooperation agreements with the Comrnunity. The four Mash.:k countries
(Egypt, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon) followed suit in January 1977 (Lebanon
in May because of the civil war) . Sudan, Somalia, I4auritania and Djibouti
have signed the Lom6 Convention with the Community.
These countries represent more than 7O% of the tot-L population of the
Arab countries and account, for over 50% of Community exports t,o this region.
They are also t.he Arab League countries which have a trade deficit with the
Community and therefore have an interest in special contractual arrangements.
The cooperation agreements between the Community and the Maghreb and
Mashrek countries mainly coveE the follorping areas, with differences apply-
ing for individual countries :
trade preferences (far-reaching abolition of customs duties on indus-
trial products, arthough onlv limited concessions for agricurturar
products), financial and technical cooperation to encourage economic develop-
ment in the Maghreb and l"lashrek countries, cooperation in marketing and sales
promotion and in the area of science, technology and protection of the
environment. special provisions for immigrant workers from these countries.
The agreer, ,1ts are administered on a pa.rity basis. The Council of '. 
"nisters,
on which boch parties are represented on a parity basis, draws up an annual
report on their joint activities.
2. The four Arab states which are members of the Lom6'Convention enjoy
the advantages it offers them in the field of financial cooperation through
the European Development Fund, more or less free access to the market of
the Community countries and guaranteed stable raw material prices.
3. EEC-GuIf States dialogue
In Decen0cer 1979, after a visit to the GuIf States, the German Minister
for Economic Affairs, Mr Lambsdorff, followed on 15 January 1980 by the
cerman Foreign Minister, Mr Genscher, brgught up the proposal for bilateral
cooperation agreements with the Gulf States for discussion in the Council -
this was ctearly designed as a means of getting round the poliftical problems
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which had brought the Euro-Arab dialogue (see below) to a standstill'
I"1r Genscher,s proposals did not refer to direct cooperation in the area
of oil supplies between the EEC and the GuIf States but did cover exchanges
of information as part of the plan for energy cooPeration. They also
included granting the most-favoured nation'clause to the Gulf States, the
encouragement and protection of investment, economic and industrial
cooperation to diversify the GuIf States' industries and technical and
scientif ic cooperation.
It \^ras suggested that in formal terms the agreements could be signed
according to the same Procedures as the ASBN agreement.
The proposal was subsequently discussed on a number ot occasions.
Finally, at its meeting of 5 February 1990, the council agreod to
negotiations between the EEC and the Arab League states with which no
fofm of institutional cooPeration exists outside the Euro-Arab dialogue'
A technical committee of the commission was to visit these countries
in order to identify more closely the interests of the individual GuIf
states. For the present no negotiations are under way, largely because
of the war between lraq and Iran. -*
A few weeks ago, however, a technical committee took part in negotiations
in the Arab RePublic of Yemen.
At the beginning of 1981 tix Gulf stat€s decided to s€t, up a councll
for Cooperation in the GuIf, a body which did not exist when the EEC Councll
of Ministers' GuIf initiative was launched in 1980. A close watch will have
to be kept to see in what fields the proposed broad cooperation is actually
put into practice.
4. The Cr munity is the Arab GuIf States'main trading partner. In 1977
35.5% of their total imports came from the community (compared Lo L7'5%
from Japan and L6.4% from the USA). T''tre same year they sold 33 '5% of their
exports to the Community, 19.8% Eo Japan and 12.7% Eo the US, with different
percentages for the individual Gulf States. The Gulf states provide thu
world as a whole with over 30% of its crude oil; in 1979 more than 50% of
theCommunity,ssuppliescamefromtheGulfandgS%ofimportsintoCommunit,y
countries from the Gulf were energy products. Since 1973 the Gulf States
have offered an increasingly important market for exports from the EEC Ivlember
States. Vlhile in 1973 EEC exports to the Gulf States accounted for only I'6%
of total exports, by 1978 they accounted for 6.5%, a percentage which almost
compares with that of EEC exports to Eastern EuroPe. The bulk of EEC exPorts
consists of processed products (88.g% of total Community exports to the Gulf
states). sales of agricultural produce are almost equally high and in 1978
accounted for nearly five times as much as in 1973. AII the Gulf States are
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probably interested in buying agricultural products. They cannot compete
with the EEC Member States in labour-intensive industries, if only because
of their crun high \dage costs. The main areas in which they want to further
their own development are in oil product,s, pet,rochemical products including
fertilizers, aluminium processing and iron and steel.
At present they export very little to the EEC in this arear
their processing capacity is less than 3% of total world capacity.
rf customs duties were reduced, however, they courd become highly
competitive, unless jod.nt arrangements were made in good time.
The Gulf States' special advantages deriving from thei; oil and nat[lal
ga8 are offset, by the high costs of investment to diveri{fy their
industry, the shortage of qualified workers and the general shortage of
indigenous labour. Cooperation in training and joint ventureE to promote
industry offer a further chance of cooperation between t-. e EEC Member
states and the Gurf states. rt would certainry be easier for the two
parties to coordinate their approach in the framework of cooperation
agreements.
Their strong econornic growth and trade surpluses have made the Gulf
States a focus of private capital investment and have also attracted the
interest of other big trading powers such as the usA and Japan. The EEC
is already cooperating with the GuIf states by the circuitous route of
European loans to help them reinvest the proceeds of their oil trading.
It is also cooperating with them so that these surpluses can be inveEted
to the advantage of developing countries which have no oil.
5. This is the starting point for the rapporteur,s proposal that the
negotiations between the GuIf States and the EEC Member Statee should also
include an agreement to ensure rational recycling and the stable economic
deveropment of both regions. rt is based on general proposals from very
different sources, for example, a joint suggestion by l.lr Roth and prof.
Gutowski from the Federal Republic of Germaby and prof. Reddaway fron the
United Kingdom.
I would refer at this point to the motion for a resolution by l,tr Mdller-
Hermann and others on the creation of a European financial instrument for
recycling petrodollars to increase and diversify worrd energy supplies
(Doc. L-779/80), on which the Committee on Economic and llonetary Affairs
is drawing uP a general report. Ttre rapporteur's proposal neither anticipates
nor contradicts this general initiative in any way.
- 
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Although it is limited to the regions of the Community and the GuIf, it
does not exclude other interested oil-producing countries, and could in fact
constitute an appropriate model for relatlone between the Community and other
oil-producing countries, or for relat,ions between OPEC and the industrialized
countries as a whole.
The proposal is based on the folloring considerations:
(a) As a result of the oil prices rises, the Gulf States will have eubstantial
current account surpluses in coming years, given that their imports will not
increase as sharply as in the past. Reddaway refers to the OPEC countries'
current account surpluses for 1980 (Source : OECD), which amount to US $ 120,000
million, while the OECD countries' deficits total US $ 47,000 million and that
of the developing countries US $ 62,000 million.
OECD forecasts for i980 and 1981 put OPEC current account s.ripluses in the
region of US $ 198,000 million after the OPEC countries have made their aid
payments.
(b) This entails several risks for the Community Member StateE and for the
industrialized countries as a whole :
- If th€ current account surpluses are invested as in the past, serious dis-
turbances and fluctuations could occur in the currencies of the EEC Member
States as a result, for instance, of switching from one investment curreney
to another in a period of high international liquidity.
- 
Recycling of surpluses could be so out of balance that there would be no
inflow of capital to countries with weaker economies to offset theii deficits,
and recycled funds would instead be concentrat,ed in the major financial centres.
This danger will'be all the greater if the Community fails to take action.
- There is an acute danger in these circumstanees of individual countries
adopting the beggar-my-neighbour approach to cope with their deficits. The
results would be:
- 
protectionist moves and a general tendency for trade and economic activity
to contract, resulting in unemplolment and a decline in develoEnent aid.
- higher oil bills for the industrialized countrieE, also resulting in a
decline in purchasing power.
(c) The GuIf States and the OPEC countries as a whole face the follovring
problems:
Incorne from investment of their surpluses was eroded by inflation between
973 and L979. If they also have cause to fear that real returns will be
rrery small or even negative, they will tend to produce less oil and to leave
it in the ground, particularly as their main concern must be to avoid ueing
up their resources too quickly.
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The alternative would be further sharp oi1 price increases to compensate
for lost value. .\rn! economic relationship or agreement between the Community
and the Gulf States must take account of this problem and draw the appropriate
conclusions if it is to be of any long-term value.
(d) The non-oi1-producing developing countries are finding it increasingly
difficult to obtain additional loans to finance their oiI-induced balance
of payments deficits, because the private banks can no longer take the legal
or economic risks of recycling in the long term.
Recycling in this area is therefore no longer a straightforward process.
The legal difficulties include the existing legaI lending limits while
the economic obstacles preventing non-oil-producing developing countries from
obtaining private bank loans include the risks faced by private banks if they
grant major loans, interest rate and currency risks and the risks inherent in
the need to grant long-term roans funded from short-term deposits.
It follows that the non-oil-producing developing countries must reduce
their share of world trade considerably, a move which adversely affects world
trade as a whole.
rf the developing countries reduce their other imports in order to pay their
oiI bi11s, the direct result is higher deficits in the exporting industrialized
countries, particularly the Community Member States.
The plight of the non-oil-producing developing countries appears even more
acute when viewed in the light of possible future developments. It is estimated
that they will have a combined current account deficit of US $ 80,000 million
in I98I. rt is the low income countries which have the highest balance of
payments deficits. Given this, hovr can they obtain or raise the financial
resources which, according to the North-Sout,h Commission,s report (US I 9gr000 mitr-,1-ion
between 1975 and 1990), would be necessary to finance investment and expenditure
on the development of their own agricultural production in order to fight hunger
in their countries]P tt. loans from the IMF or the World Bank are inadequate
to fund the necessary package of projects.
The rapporteur considers that the Community and the GuIf States have a
mutual interest in creating secure reciprocal expectations which wiII help
avoid any disturbances to their respective economic development.
- 
It is in the interests of the oil-exporting Gulf States to obtain a value
guarantee for their financial assets. At the same time they are pursuing a
price policy for their oil which at the very least takes into consideration
the price trend of the industrial goods they import.
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They want to Craw
longer. TheY want tct
them some securitY in
out their oil deliveries to make their resources last
diversify their own industries widely enough to give
the post-oiI age.
- It is in the interests of che Community Member States to ensure a secure oil
policy at tolerable prices. They want to avoid any major disturbances to their
respective currencies. They are concerned to ensure the smooth operation of
recycling. They want to avoid faIls in growth and employment.
- It must be in the interests of both parties to prevent the possible economic
collapse of the developing countries, which are particularly hard hit by the
rise in the price of petroleum, and relieve them of part of the burden of this
rise in cost.
A contractual agreement, which would reduce the risks all round, would there-
fore be sensible for aII concerned.
- Under the proposal, the EEC would set up a guarantee fund for the investment
of the GuIf States, current account surpluoes. The fund would guarantee its
investors an appropriate interest rate.
This arrangement would give the GuIf States a secure return on the invest-
ment of their surpluses, ensure that selling their oiI gave them an investment
opportunity equivalent to the value of the oiI still in tha ground and ensure
that they did not drasticalty cut their oi'I production and raise oil prices to
a new peak.
At the same time this arrangement must not stimulate inflation. That is why
an 'appropriate, interest rate must be negotiated under the agreement, taking
account of the folloring factors: the inflation rate for OPEC imports, the
international market interest leveI, the rate of the rise in oil prices
(opportunity cost principle) etc.
- 
A specified annual amount would be transferred from the guarantee fund to
a new develo5xnent fund to be formed jointly by the EEC and the GuIf States'
This fund would grant loans on special terms to the developing countries'
6. The need for Community action on cooperation in energy matters and security
of oil supplies and for direct Community agreements with producer countriee
was explained at tength in connection with the problem of recycling' It is
also necessary because bilateral trade-in-exchange-for-oil agreements, such aa
are already being signed between some European governments,are to the advantage
of the oil-produeing countries and could lead to totally uncoordinated and
unplanned conpetition by the Community Member States tso grant trade preferences.
I,ioreover, bilateral agreements beweeen individual countiies do not benefit the
small }lember States, which are less well able to keep pace in this race for
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'prefereni-ia1 oir supplies', and undermine the negotiating position of the EEC
as a whole.
Arms deriveries in exchange for oil will probably in the long term aehieveth'; opposite objective o-. economic cooperation, namely, political, social and
econonrie stability.
rn the long term, the playing-off of one Member state against another in the
manner described entails more disadvantages for them and for the cornmunity
than economic and political agreements coordinated at community revel or con-
cessj'ons granted in the framework of direct agreements between the community
and the oi1-producing countries.
rn 1979' as much as L5% of net crude oir import,s to Europe were coveredby various birateral agreem€nts. rn the first nine months of 1g8o this figure
reached 36%' Recentry it has levelred out at 3l% (follouing the rran-rraq war).
MoEt governments concrude such bilaterar agreements through the intermediary
of specially-created national oil companies.
There are some positive aspects to these bilaterar agreements which couldbe put to good use in direct community agreements. An example is the initiative
of the rtalian nat,ionar oil company, ENr, which, at the beginning of April r9gr,invited both oAPEC (organization of Arab petroleum Exporting countries) andgovernment representatives from southern European countries to a conference ondeveropment and cooperation with particurar reference to oiI.
Japan doubred the number of direct agreements with oil-producing countriesbetween L977 and 1979 (r.33 mirlion barrers a day in 1979, rvth guarter).
As far as direct agreements are concerned, the following is largery true:
'The emergence of government-to-government dears as a normal feature of crudetrading represents a significant change in the relationship between consumers
and producers.
Oil trading is thus placed in a more polit.ical context, involving questions
of trade, armaments and foreign relations; this presents not only disadvantages
and risks, but also opportunities for all parties concernedr dhd an urgent needfor governments to appraise their long_term interests,. l
Just as the national governments have, in the case of bilateral agreements,
a nationa|agency' for oil supplies and negotiations in the form of national
oir companies, a 'European agency,wourd be a necessary follow_up to direct
agreements between the community and t.he oil-producing countries. rf oir sup-plies are to be rinked in direct agreements with, sdy, rong-term eredits, a
community oil institution or ageney is just as necessary as is a community
guarantee fund operated in conjunction with the European rnvestment Bank as a
source of loans.
T--* British petroleum'Government-to-Government Dears,
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The rapporteur proposeE that a 'European agency' should be set up in the
form of an oil prucurement and prospecting company. It should offer existing
national oil companies the option of part,icipation and cooperation. It is
therefore not intended to replace them but merely to be a logical extension
at Community level.
As well as being a positive response to the growing tendency of producer
countries to selI directly to the customer, the Community procurement company
would have many other advantages:
- It could ensure supplies of oil for the Member States in cases whe::e this
hras no longer possible on the basis of the latter's bilateral agreements.
- The company could participate in developing new oil resources in the producer
countries. A number of these countries have difficulties in finding companies
prepared to make available the expensive and complex new technologies which
could enable known reserves to be exploited for a much longer period.
Similarly, additional prospection activities could be undertaken jointly
in cases where costs would be too high for individual national companies.
- The oil majors would be faced with a competitor more concerned with the
publie interest thus making for increased competition.
The rapporteur considers that public authorities should have a clear majority
stake in the oil procurement agency to be set up with participation by the
Community and the national oil companies. There is, of course, room for dis-
cuEsion on the nature and scale of public participation. Widely varying degrees
of control are possible, as in the case of the national oil conpanies.
Consideration could be given, for example, to whether it should be allowed
greater independence and operate 'at arms length'.
Japan has shcr^tn that apparent independence from the State does not neces-
sarily prevent government.s from exercising influence.
The firms involved oPeratc in cooperation with their governments in respect.
of all direct agreements.
It is worth mentioning at this point the motiqr for a resolution tabled
pursuant to RuIe 25 (old Rules) by t.tr G. Schmid and others on the subject of
a Community oil procurement company.
Matters arising in connection with the oil procurement eompany are to be
dealt with in greater depth in the report on this motion, for which the
Committee on Energy is the committee responsible.
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7 . 9ome EEC Member States expressed doubts prior to the Council of l"Linistere'
decision to open ncqotiations with the GuIf States, making the follc,rding
reservations: they feared, as did many GuIf States, that, signing bil.ateral
agreements could be viewed as an attempt to divide the Arab atates among them-
selves or felt that, since che Euro-Arab dialogue was novr under way, there was
no justifica';ion for new initiatives.
The Arab states also expressed various reservations:
While Bahrain, the UAE and Oman made it known through COREPER that they
were in favour of the proposals for the technical committee, Iraq, Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait expressed reticence, for a variety of reasons.
These initial reactions were cdnfirmed at talks which the rapporteur held
on 4 June 1980 with the representatives of the Arab embassies in Bruesels,
chaired by the Saudi Arabian ambassador (in which Saudi Arabia, the IAE,
Qatar and Iraq took pa.rt) .
In addition to the special interest of the Arab countries interested in
cloEer cooperation with the EEC as a group, because it did not pursue big
power interests like the USA and the USSR, the folLolrlng pointE w6re raieed:
the representatives said this was a short-term proposal made only because of
the EEC countries' present uncertainty about their oil supplies and one which
totally disregarded the other aspects of cooperation; this cooperation would
be forgotten as soon as the oil question had been resolve{ with some degree
of certainty. The attitude of the Community, which insisted on Egypt's parti-
cipation in the Euro-Arab dialogue although ESypt had now left the'Arab League,
had blocked the Euro-Arab dialogue. The Conununity must seek a global solution
to the !{iddle East conflict instead of submitting to the US Goverrunent's plans2
Iike the very narrc,v, apprcch of the Camp David Agreement. The PLO must at
last be formally recognized, now that the EEC had to aII intents and purposos
accepLed it informally.
A less critical approach was admittedly discernible during the individual
talks which t,ook place in the intervening period at another level and were led
by the chairman of the Committee on External Economic Relations.
In the meantime, there have, for example, been informal indicat,ions from
one of the oil-produeing countries that the planned economic negotiations could
also be condueted outside the framework of the Euro-Arab dialogue. Elowever,
this country has not yet reacted positively to the GuIf initiative of the
Council and the Commission.
The parallel Franco-German loan shcrr^rs that the actions called for in this
report in the area of relations between the Community and the Gulf States are
possible in principle. However, at its April part-session the Eurcpean
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Parliament rightly pointed to Lhe dangers of fairling to adopt a coordinated
Community approach and called on the Community institutions to draw the appro-
priate conclusions for the Community.
8. The German proposal wag aimed at political stability in the GuIf but did not
go far enough, for various reasons: it did not take into aceount the fact Lhat
the culf States also had a political interest in the EEC making a fulI contri-
bution to solving the Middle East problem and recognizing the PLO per se and
as a partner in negotiations and dialogues.
After all, Japan or the USA could also sat.isfy the Gulf States' economic
interest. The proposal also disregarded the fact thaE the GuIf States, albeit
for very different reasons, did not intend to be deflected from the solidarity
achieved in the Euro-Arab dialogue and on questions such as oil with the OPEC
countries and the developing countries as a whole.
This approach, which did not go far enough, must be more broadly based:
- The Community should make clear, both in the general North-South
negotiations and in the forthcoming summit, that its proposed regional
initiative vis-i-vis the culf States is part of a globa1 approach based on
the principles set out in paragraph 5. This would allay OPEC fears that the
Community is t,rying to prise the Gulf States out of the oPEC camp or under-
mine the solidarity of the croup of 77.
The Community should press, within the framework of the globa1 North-
South negotiations, for the formal establishment of a 'world dialogue on
secure energy supplies' (in line with the proposals put forward by the Group
of 77 and UNCTAD), which would include the main points of the oil supply and
recycling proposals set out in paragraph 5.
- The Community should make clear to the GuIf States that special prices under
long-term contracts on special terms do not infringe any OPEC decisions, but
instead represent a form of long-term cooperation.
- The Community should make it clear that offers of cooperation with the GuIf
States would in no way impede future negotiations and contactE with other oil-
producing count,ries.
- There appears to be absolutely no prospect for an agreement between the
Comrnunity as such and the group of Gulf States as a whole (on the lines of the
ASEAN agreement). This emerged clearly from the talks between the rapporteur
and the Arab Ambassadors.
Hovrever, bilateral aqreements between the Communitv and individual Gulf
States might be feasible once a framework econornic agreement had been reached
within the context of the Euro-Arab Dialogue. BilateraI agreemente'
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would g€t novrhere if they were not integrated in this way in the Euro-Arab
Dialogue.
- In the meantime, the Comrnunity l4ember States have given up deluding them-
selves into thinking that the Euro-Arab Dialogue could be limited to economic
cooperation, a view which in recent years led to a stalemate in the dialogue.
The Community has now clearly accepted that political issues will also be
discussed and political goals pursued as part of the dialogue. The joint
meeting of foreign ministers in November 1980 in Luxembourg deeided that the
Euro-Arab Dialogue should be reeumed at the highebt political leve1 in early
summer 1981.
I
The Community must aecordingly evolve its position, which the Europearl
Council had further defined in Venice in June 1980, on the l4iddle East
conflict. That means openly recognizing that all attempts to solve the
!{iddle East conflict are inadequate if they disregard in the negotiations
important participants in the region, or if they risk meeting thei,r masaive
opposition. So the Community must either urge the USA to adopt a new approach
to'the negotiations or, failing this, put fonrard its ovrn plan to bring tog'ether
all those concerned in the region round the negotiating table. Such a
proposal could be implemented under the aegis of the United Nations.
9. One further factor which impaired the effectiveness of the Euro-Arab
dialogue was the fact that trade in oil was not, included in cooperation.
The rapporteur is therefore trying to bring together the hitherto separate
strands of negotiations 
- the Euro-Arab dialogue, cooperat,ion on energy with
the Arab oil-producing countries, and the planned trade cooperation with the
Gulf States.
. The appeal of the EEC Heads of State or covernment in 1973 to the oil
producers met with opposition frqn the USA which sought to set up a pressure
group of consumer countries. The USA eventually achieved its aim by setting
up the International Energy Agency through which it could exercise considerable
influence, although France did not become a member.
l,leanwhile the situation has changed, especially in the Arab countries.
For example Saudi Arabia, which had been politically very dependent on the
USA and in 1973 still complied with the Amerieans' wishes that the oil trade
should not be included in the dialogue, has moved towards closer cooperation
with the EEC. The Arab ambassadors made this widespread interest in closer
cooperation with the EEC very clear in their talks with the rapporteur in
June 1980.
It is of course very easy to understand why the EEC is once again seeking
the inclusion of the oil trade in the agreements today.
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Although it is the major world oil importer, the USA is less dependent
on Middle Eastern imports than is western Europe, And even if scnre countries
such as the United Kingdom will eventually becorne more self-suffieient here
thanks to its crrn oil production, at present it must still rely on exporting
its oil against imports of heavy crude oil fron the Gulf States because this
is easier for the British refineries to process.
So it
inclusion
is
of
vital for the EEC Member Statee to adopt a joint posiLion on the
the oil trade in agreements with the Arab League.
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ANNBX II
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OPINION OF THE COMI4ITTEE ON ENERGY AND RESEARCH
Draft,sman : l,lr e. Mtir,r,an-HERMANN
on 15 January 1981 the committee on Energy and ReBoarch requested
authority to draft an opinion on nrs wrEczoREK-zEV,'s report on behalf of
the Committee on External Economic Relations.
The Bureau of the European parliament authorized it to do so. on
23 February I98I.
At its meeting of 26 February 1981 the committee appointed ur utf.r,nn-
HER!{ANN draftsman.
rt considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 23 April and 14 1;ay 1981,
and adopted it at the latter meeting.
Present : MrE WaLz, chairman; l4r Gallagher, ltr Normanton and Mr lppolito,
vice-chairmeni !i!r !{d11er-Hermann, draftsman, l,Ir Beazley, Irlr Fuchs, I,tr Georgiadis,
lilr Ghergo, t'tr Griffiths (deputizing for trlr &inde), I\ilr Herman (deputizing for
!'!r Croux), l'[r Kellett-Bol^rman (deputizing for Mr purvis), E r,inkohr, l{r pedini(deputizing for I{r Rinsche), Mr percheron, Mr petersen, !,[r pisani, l,Ir price,
Mr Sassano, Iilr Schmid, I,Ir Seligrnan, !,!r Turcat, llr vandenmeulebroucke (deputizing
for I'trs Bonino), t[r Vandewiele, It{rE Viehoff (depwtizing for !!rs Charzat) andl gr
Veronesi.
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I. Any measures aimed at long-term and comprehensive cooperation between
the EEC and the Arab Gutf States to the advantrye of both parLi.es desenre
support. The attempt to present the Arab Orlf States with an off,er that ls
att,ractive to aII concerned is, therefore, welcome. In thie context more
use should be made than in the past of the findings of the existing
Joint Economic Commission, on which Parliament would like information from
the Commission.
2. Realistic results can be obtained provided that the interests and rentality of the
Arab Gulf States are properly understood. The Arabs hold the vier., that it was they wtro
assured the prosperity of the West in the 1950s, 60s and early 70s through exceptionally
cheap supplies of oiI. Even today they are producing considerably rrore oil than they
need to, in order to guarantee the functioning of the Western econcrnies. They believe
that their future would in fact be better assured if they were to leave rrcre oil under-
ground. In the light of this, the Arabs consider that they have already made, and
are continuing to make, considerable concessions by ccnparison with the Western states.
The Arab culf States are also conscious of their position of pouer as oil suppliers.
But ttrey also regard thernselves as the full heirs of an ancient culture . nhai is
why it is lmportant to promote mutual understanding for each other's
eulture
3. Even if it takes radical energy-saving measures, turns increasingly
to coal and nuclear porrer and develops new energy systems, the EEC hrill
have to rely on oil imports for its energy supplies for a long time to come,
especially for the chemical industry and transport. In thc year 2000, 4V"
of energy will probably stilt be oil-based. Th€ GuIf States reputcdly have
over two-thirds of known world oil reservee. Given the present geological
information and the predicted increase in world. energy demand, the Gulf
States could have a monopoly of oil supplies to Europe within 30 to 60 years.
That iB why thc EEC is so heavily dependent on political stability in the
Middle East, more Bo than the USA which, with its o\prr enormous resources, will
be far less reliant on Middle Eastern oil within the next ten years. On the
other hand, the USA plays an important role in ensuring stability in the Gulf
area and the seeurity of oil transport routes. lltre EEC should therefore try
to coordinate its !,liddle East policy with that of the USA, making sure that the
various interests involved are taken into account.
The EEC can therefore make only a limited contribution to political and
economic stability in the Gulf and must seek to coordinate its !,liddle Eastern
policy closely with that of the USA.
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4. These paragraphs touch on highly contentious politlcal issues. It is not
for the Committee on Energy and Research to comnent on politieal strategy.
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Ho\dever, it is important to streEs that an agreenent on rong-term energy
supplies should be separated as far as possible from the changing political
situation in this area.
5. For the EEC, dialogue with the Arab Gulf States is and will remain a
central political taek with the aim of creating the general background
conditions for an expansion of economic and trade relations.
P 3 r 3 s r 3ph e _ I _e Bg _ Z 
- 
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se gl eE _ s e r _ e _ r e e e I st i e!
6' rt is right to advocate cooperation agreements; this view must be
qualified, however, when it comes to 'the inclusion of the largest possible
number of sectorg'. The impression should not be given that a cooperation
agreement wourd impry state reguration in as many sectors as possible.
state activity muEt therefore be restricted and the right .orriitiorr"
created in which dynamic ,:rivate econcntic forces can b broirght'into p1d.
7 
' An appropriate answer would be a framework agreement like ttroEc rvhich
the EEC has concluded with other third countries or groups of etates-under
which the EEC should assume certain responsibilities in its relatione with
the GuIf States, such as assured trade cancessions, the joint financing of
development Projects, aid for education and training and perhaps the creation
of instruments for recycling petro-dollars. InduEtry should play the leading
role in other areas, Euch ae cooperation in energy extraction, the transfer
of technology and joint industrial ventures. Under no circumstances should
the expansion of trade relations be based solely on bilateral Etate agree-
ment8, private initiative and industrial interests ehoul;d be involved whereyer
possible.
E3!3srspE-9-eI_!he_ge!leB_E9r_e-rqeQ rqq ion
8' The creation of a cornmunity oil procurement and nr$lspecting companyis a propoeal which hae frequently been discuseed. A good nrrmber of-reservations must be made aE to the purpose it would serve. As a generar
rule it can be saicr that in spite of alr the criticism le.erled at theinternationar oil companies, from various quarters, the internationar oiIsupply system proved itself, particularry in times of crisis, simprybecause of its unusuarry high standard of rogistics and the aetonishingflexibility of the oil companies which, in the conflict between Iran andrraq for exampre, arways assured adequate suppriee to the EEc by turningto alternative sources. At present the internationar oit supply system isthe eornerstone of 'thd'rEA,s and the EEC's machinery for dearing with
criees.
9. Consideration muet be given to whether a company of this kind can in fact
obtain rnore oil at lonrer prices. Furthermore, the danger of bureaucracy and
national subsidieE cannot be dismissed out of hand.
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10. It is worth considering whether the new company might increase
competition on the oil market, to the benefit of the consumer. rt must
be borne in mind here that conditions of competition on the oil market are
determined primarily by the fact that the oil-producing countries - Iegi-
timately from their point of view - wiII always push for a lower level of
supply in order to stretch out their resources to the utmost. The indus-
trialized countries' efforts to cut down their oil consumption and find
non-oil based, even if costlier, energy supplies is the other side of
the same coin. It is at least worth considering whether state companies
might not step up the rivalry between oil purchasers in times of short-
age.
11. It is true that OPEC, to which aII the Arab Gulf States beLong, has
repeatedly opposed aIl forms of purchasing cartels, presumably because
they are wary of the creation of a 'counter-force'. At the same time
they are keen to conclude agreements with states rather than with
internationat oil companies, primarily in order to exploit every means
of exerting political pressure on the importing countries
L2. The proposal for a Community oil-purchasing company must therefore be
examined vory carefully. It should be mentioned only as a possibility in
the report of the Committee on External Economic Relations. It can be
given final consideration in the ecntext of the mation on this subject
tabled recently pursuant to RuIe 47.
!gsesrepb- 2-el-!b9-89!]e!_!er_ s_scsgls!rel
13' t,te support the proposat to contribute to the diversification of the
econcrnies of the Arab Gulf States by neaningful transfers of technology. presunalrlv the Frab
Gulf states want their own energy-lntensive heavy industry and also
to diversiry Lheir e.nergy supplies, e.g. by using nuclear power and.
solar energy.
L4. The proposar to link oil deliveries to an undertaking to buy petro-
chemicar products, for example, is dangerous. rt could make the EEC's
supply situation even more insecure and extend the threat of blackmail to
further areas.
15. (l j v i rrrl tlre Gurf st.r Les an artif iclar advantage in respect of
Llte clremj-cal j.r-rdustry would lead :o serious distorE.j-orr ot conpetiti,cn,
r.I orrry because saudi Arabia, for instance, levies no taxes at ar1. The
aclverse effects would be felt mainly by the developing countries where the
FIEC iras commitments and is striving to promote economic development.
such an,rr:rangement would also run counter to the Gurf statcsr oh/r1
Jcclarcd inLention Lo increase thei-r ald to the Thircl trJorrd.
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r6. 'r'he purchasing guarantee proposed in the resolution arso raises
the clucstion of I he qualitative and quantitative rules which wouLd
the, be nccessary a'd of the quota system to be applied within the EEc.
The probrems that arise here must be examined carefurry because they
would havc far-reaching ccnsequences.
lerss repll _ la_eI_ !be_ue!te!_Eqr_q_resele!19!
L7. 'l'll(' l)r'ol)()sal. Lhat Llre Gulr st-;rt-es shourcl underLake Lo supply
spccific cluantities at uniform prices with a binding formula to
tletermine price changes can be regarded only as an j.nternal maximum
negot-iatinq aim- rt. witl be extremery difficult to reach agreerhent on
a long-term basis. rt must also be noted that the Gulf States have only
very recently and with great difficulty freed themselves from their
dependence on Britain and the united states, b7 buying back their oil
concessions and rights.
18. 'rhe probrem of recycrlng the petro-dolr_ars is a central politicalissue for the EIJC, given its vast deficit on current account, but
evcn nlore For the Third l,/orrd countries. As against the huge current
account surpluses which the oil-supplying countrles cannot use
up, there is a worldwide need for capital, particularry in the energysector. rt i.s becoming increasingty clear that opening up existing
enerqy resources throughout the world requires vast injections of
capital- rt must arso be assumed that in many cases, the market arone
cannot ensure that petrodolrars will find their way to the ,right,placcs because the opening up of energy sources often does not become
,rofitable for a 10ng time and. even then entair-s considerabrepolitical and economic risks.
'l'l)e conunj't Lee on llconomic and Monetary Affairs is responsible for drafting
. report c>,.' b"he motion for a resolution tabred by the Epp Group (cDGrou}-r) on the creation of a European financial instrument for recycringpeLrodorlars to increase and diversify world energy supplles (Doc.
'l-779/Bo). The committee on Energy and Research i_s also invorved.
The European Parliament's final opinion on the question of recycling
petrodollars should be given only after this report has been carefully
considered. The model proposed in l,lrs wrEczoREK-zEvL,s report is thus
only one of many which must be examined.
9glslurrc! 
-
19. 'I'he Comntittee on Energy and Research agrees with bhe Committee on
Ijxternal Flconomic Affairs that it is the European Parliament's role to
express i-ts opinion ar]d point the way ahead j-n the matter of relations
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wiEh the Arab Gulf States and to urge the Ccmn-ission to take firm action.
n t tlrc sanc, time the Committee on Unergy and Research must emphasize
t lr;rt t h ir; i r; a cornplex issue. tt considers, therefore, that the
t.:rlropc.ur l)arlj.rmenL should not define its position on specific guestions until it h.rs
examined carefully the related problems.
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OPINION OF THE COMITTITTEE ON DE\IELOP},IENT AND C@PERATIO]I
Draf,tsman : ttre CASTELLM
on 23 Aprll I98I the committee on Developrcnt and Cooperation appolnted
Ittrs qlSfELLIt{A dra f,tshan.
,At its meeting of 13 !,tay 1981 the committeo congidered the draft opinLon
and adopted it unanimously.
Pr€tent : !!r Poniatovrski, chairman; trlr Bersani, viee-chfifmani l{rs
Caatellina, draftsman; l.tr Barbi (deputizing for ttr L€crnust), I,trE CrrGttoni
Romagnori (deputizing for I,!r Ferrero), I'tr cohen, !,lr Enrlght, llrt FockG,
Mr Fotihs (deputizlng for l,!r Glinne), E Irner (deputizing for t{f, Sablg),
litr lGtsafados, ltlr Lezzi, llr I'lichel, It{r Narducci, I,lr Sherlock, !i!r vardakae,
Mr vergeer, ur Wawrzik and !!rs Wieczorek-Zeul, invited to att€nd aE rapporteur
of the Committee on External Economic Relations.
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The committee on. Dev€lot m€nt and coopcr.ation, *.l"om*i*the lnitlative .taken by the committee on External Economic Relations in drawing up a reporton trade relations between the EEC and the GuIf States.
The establishment of croser relations betweeh the culf gtates and theEEc is of interest ro the committ.. on-i.;";;;"t and cooperation for tworeasons: from a general point of view, because it is 
" 
r."ar"i-that toucheson an increasingly important and neceEsar)F process 
., .J;";oluaron betweenthe oir-produc,ins statea, the comnmnity 
"iol.n" ;;;";;;;-;;;r.es, .and,more specifically, because ttre probl,em of the avairability and cost ofenergy is decisive tb the grovrth pr.ospeots of the developing coqntrieg
' Clearly, these two issues reflect only a few of the manifold problemsof relations bet,een the Gulf states and the community. The whore range ofpotitical; eqonomic and trade-rinked probr€ms are ;;i; ,;.; ;;";;"r;;_ "'initiative report drawn up by Mrs wrEczoREK-ZEuL on behalf.of the committeeon External Economic Relationsr Qnd it is the intention of our comrnitteeto confine iteetf in this opinion tp the two aforementioned isgues, whihfaII specifieally within its terms of reference. Both these iseues involvea principle that has been consistently defended by our committee, namelythe need to go beyond the bilateral agreementa and eventually to eetablishan institutionaliz€d, three_wa! slBtem of cooperation (invoJ_ving the Comm:nity,the oir-producing countries and the devel0ping countrics). spcakihg ofcooperation, it is particularly eneouraging to note that the Committee onExternal Economic Relations advocates that the agreements proposed shouldnot be restricted to que8tions of trade, but should alqo encompaes ali.matters of economie, financial and industrial importance, etc. (eee paragraph 6of the motion for a resolution).
without presuming to exceed its termB of rcference, it is neverthelessapparent to our committee that a reoar+ rtnr,r{i_ -.j-. - --- -: ".the EEc and the Gulr stat"; ;;.;i"il:'r:::T::_"::,.;:"::,::i::Ti"lil:",
cannot disregard the political difficulties affecting the Mi.ddle East.At its meetinE in venice in June lggo the European council recognized theneed to give added weight to poriticar debate in the Euro_Arab dialogue"
{A) ttre need to
de rrelgpment
inereage the
of the Third
financial resources set aeide for the
World countrtca
According to the Brandt Report, the achievement of o.7% growth targetin 1985 wirr require an additional annuar transfer from th6 indugtralizedto the deveroping eountries of 30,ooo nillion dorrars. rn ite resorutionurr,o€El(-iures to combat hunger in the world parliament, for its part, underl_inedthe need for a massive and effective transfer of financial and teehnologicalresources to the less_favoured countries and regions.
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At the same time, the industrarized countries are tending to use
their economic and financial difficulties as a pretext, if not for redueing,
then at least for not increasing, the amount of their development aid.
This tendency was further confirmed recently at the meeting of the Development
Assistance committee (DAc) of 23 and 24 November l9go.
Finally, the financial situation of the developing countries continues
steadily to worsen, notably because of the deterioration of the terme of
trade and, in particular, because of the constant increase in their oil biII.
rt wourd be inappropriate to embark in this opinion on an anarysis
of aIl the various measures that might be employed to rectify this sitiation,
that is to say, the sort of measures that wourd permit, inter alia, tha
mobilization of more financial resources for development purposes. we can
only properly concern ourselves here with the possibilities of expanding
development aid in the context of tte Euro-Arab dialogue and, more particularly,
through better cooperation between the Gulf States and the Corununity.
(a) The recyclinq of oil revenue surpluses
An initial means of increasing the funds available to the Community
l4ember states and, hence, the resources earmarked for official development
aid, might be to exploit the different systems applied for the recycling
of oil revenue surpluses. At their meeting in Venice in June lggo the
industrialized eountries emphasized the need to improve and develop the
recycling process.
rn its opinion (dated January 19Bl) on the problems of recycling, the
Monetary Committee of the European communities draws attention to the
difficulties of the present situation, pointing out:
- that in 1980 the opEc surplus is rikely to reach loo,ooo to 12o,ooo
mi]lion doIlars, if not morei
- that the corresponding deficit is rikery to be of the order of go,ooo
mirlion dollars for the oEcD area, incrudirg 33,ooo million dolrars
for the Community;
- 
that this deficit is likely to be 60,ooo million dorlars for the
developing countries that are not oil producersi
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- 
that the medium and long-term, direct and guaranteed official external
debt of the tatter developing countries increased between end 1973
and end 1979 by a factor of three in nominal terms (from 75,OoO to
25o,OOo million dollars) and by a factor of two in real terms, and that
some developing countries are approaching their limit of their capacity
to bear debt.
In its analysis of the various aspecte of the problems of recycling,
the Monetary Committee maintains that in the case of tfie Poorest countries
an increase in development aid is an essential part of any solution.
To htlp find a solution at world level, the Cornmunity should encourage the
OpEC countries to invest their oil revenue surpluses for a longer term,
in or outside the markets and in the form of direct loans to the developing
countries, more active cooperation with the international organizations
and participation in three-way oPeratlons.
These objectives, many of which are discussed in the report by the
Committee on External Economic Relations, obviously cannot be achieved
unless the Euro-Arab dialogue is reactivated in such a way that it will
be possible - as Mrs WIECZOREK-ZEUL rightly points out - to conclude bilateral
aqrecmentsbetweentheEEcandtheGu1fstatesdea1in9,i@.r'lith
the terms and procedures for promo+ing the recycling of oil ravenua rurpluses.
In paragraph 1O of the motion for a resolution submitted by the Conml.ttee
on External Economic Relatione it is suggested that 'the EEC States uould
offer the culf States for their investment of surpluses a guaranteed suitable
rate of interest. For this purpose the EEC would set up a guarantee fund
in conjunetion with the European Investment Bankr.
The system recommended by the Committee on External Economic B.elations
woutd certainly ensure ' the smooth operation of recycling', while avoiding
a glackening of growth and greater unemployment (see last paragraph on
page 7 of the explanatory statement). If this syatem of recycling was
adopted, the advantage of putting floating petrodollars to somo use could be
enhanced by virtue of the role the ECU is likely to have to play in the
reform of the European l{onetary System.
For this reason, and again rtrictly from the point of view of increaeing
the financial regources available for official development aid, our committee
muet indicate ite support for such a system, while requesting the Commission
to consider appropriate EIB guarantee mechanisms and means of participation.
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ontribut
Since L973-74 the Arab League countries have been steadily increasing
their contribution to development aid. It is estimated that the aid granted
by the oPEc countries will soon account for as much as 30% of all official
aid- This oPEc contribution takes many different forms and is made through
various Arab organizations set up for the purpose (see paragraph 1o of the
report of the committee on Externar Economic Relations).
Horrrever, it is primarily thanks to co-financing schemes that the
grov.rth in Arab contributions to development aid has been so rapid. Since
I975 a three-way system of cooperation between the Arab countries, the
Community and the developing countries 
- starting with the Acp countries 
-
has become established on the basis of co-financing.
We find, for instance, that there was an expansion of co-finan_c_ing
operations under the First Convention of LomC. About 23% of the 4th EDF
(515 m EUA), earmarked for projects, has become integrated into co-financing
schemeg. 48 projects are being finarced in this way at a total cost of
3,600 m EUA. The main contributors are:
- the Community
- 
the Arab funds
- 
the 'World Bank
Arab funds
EDF
EIB
Member States
r 713.2 m EUA
: 518.5 m EUA
: ?58.8 m EUA
z 723.2 m EUA
z 36% (including 19% from the EDF and the EIB)
z L6%
z L2%.
Taking alr the co-financing operations carried out under Lomd r, i.e.
those operations in which the EDF and the ErB are jointly involved as werl
as those in which the ErB is the onry party engaged (risk capital and loanE
with interest rate subsidies), the respective contributions are as follords:
Attention shourd arso be drawn to the fact that co-financing prays
a part in the implementation of the I{aghreb-Mashrek agreements, as wel1
as in the deproyment of the financiar and technical aid granted to the
non-associated developing countries.
rn the case of the Ivlaghreb-Mashrek agreements, 6 co-financing operations
worth L,'7o6-7 m EUA have received 148 m EUA from the Arab funds, as against
only 13o m EUA from the commission and the European rnvestment Bank (situation
in November 19BO).
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(b)
Of the instruments through which the Arab funds contribut€ to development
aid, special mention mrst be made of the International Fund for Agricultural
Dev€lopment ( IFAD) . Created in L977 subsequent to the World Food Conference
in Rome, IFAD has raised l,OOO million dollars for the developnent of agriculture
in the Third World. Significantly, the OPEC countries contributed ae rnrrch
as 43% of this amount.
These few figures have been provided simply to bring out more clearly
the extreme importance of close cooperation between the Commrnity and the
Arab States, including the Gulf States, in the matter of development aid.
The reactivation of the Euro-Arab dialogue and the conclusion of agreements
between the Community and the culf States should make it possible to increase
cooperation, particularly on the basis of Articles 96 to 2OO of the Second
Convention of Lom6.
The motion for a resolution submitted by the Committee on External
Economic Relations suggssts that the Euro-Arab dialogue and the agrees'lents
resulting therefrom should lead to the creation of a new'development fund',
which would grant loanc on special t€rms to the oil-importing developing
countries (third indent of paragraph 10 of the motion for a resolution).
This development fund would be financed by the guarantee fund mentioned
earlier. It should be noted that the idea of such a fund is not new: its
creation has been prevented hitherto by an absence of political wilI.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation is of the opinion that
sueh a fund could usefully supplement the existing instruments of developrrent
cooperation and thus atrengthen the three-way system of cooperation betwen
the Community, the Arab countries and the developing countries. While
recognizing the complexity of the technical issues involved, it would ask
the Commission to endorse this proposal and to;begin forthwith a study
of the means whereby it may be implemented.
(B) The need to improve the energy situation of the developing countries
with the advent of the energy crisis, the situation in the energy
sector, which was already extremely precarious, underwent a further marked
deterioration. Various data relating to the ACP countries will suffice
to illustrate this deeline:
- 
in the ACP group per capita consumption of energy sold is less than
lOO kg oil equivalent, in other words, four times less than the average
for the developing countries and 40 times less than the average per capita
consumption in Europe;
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- th€ ACP countries' leve1 of dependence on oil is higher than 8@,
- between L972 and 1978 the oil bill of these countries increased by a
factor of 6.
These few figures speak volumes. They are, moreover, largely
substantiated, particularly as far as the disastrous consequGnces for thc
economy of the developing countries of the perpetual increase in their oiI
bill are concerned, by the information gatlnred by delegations from our
committee to the ACP countries.
In the face of this situation , the new Convention of Lom6 has attached
greater importance to energy problems. It is clear, hovuever, that the
magnitude of the problem is such that the provisions of Lom€ II will not
be capable of finding an appropriate remedy. It is therefore esrsential to
introduce complementary measures, particularly within the framework of the
Euro-Arab dialogue. The Committee on External Economic Relations callg on
the Community and th€ oil-producting Arab corntrl€s to aet ta hr{pg;-abdut
'the formal openrag of a world dialogrrre on €nergy eupPlies'as part of
the negotiatione in the North-South dialogue. The basic principleg of the
agreement proposed above, concerning the availability of supplies and
recycling, might also faIl within the scope of this norld dialogue (paragraph 12
of the motion for a resolution).
As far as our committee is concerned, the importance of sueh a world
dialogue derives abov€'all from the fact that it will be compelled to take
account of the special situation of the developing countries that are not
oiI producers and to formulate eatiefactory aolutiona.
In the opinion of your draftsman, however, the Euro-Arab dialogue
and the agreemente resulting therefrom should also lead to a morc csngtructive
type of relationship and to more precise comrnitm€nts as regards the energy
policy of the ocvelr;ping countries.
We have already mentioned the possibilities opien to the Arab funds
for assisting rith the financing of projects prepared under the LomC
Convention. Such assistance should aceord priority to projects in the
energy sector
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Furthermore, your draftsman has already endors€d the propoeal that
provision be made in the agre€m€nts betwcen the Community and the Gulf
States for the creation of a development fund. As regards the energy
situation, it would seem that the simplest and most effcetiw golution
would be to ensrure that the poorest developing countries received petroleum
products at preferential prices. This solution has already been advocated
by the OPEC countries, €.g. at its mecting i-n Caracas (1980), when an
undertaking of principle to take the necessary steps wat made. The Comraunity
should make every effort, particularly within the framerruork of the Euro-Arab
dialogue, to enaure that this golution ig successfully applied.
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